
 

                                                                                                               
 

 

The SETTLEMENT of the 20th world championship of MOUNTAIN BIKE Fire 

brigade of the Gard  
 

Article 1 : ORGANIZATION : 

 

The Social Committee and the UDSP organizes the 20th World championship of cycling "MOUNTAIN BIKE" of the 

Fire brigade which will take place to Montignargues in the Gard Saturday, September 09th, 2017. 

 

Concerning the world championship of cycling of the Fire brigade it is about the 20th world championship of 

Cycling "MOUNTAIN BIKE" on Saturday, September 9th, 2017 

 

The 20th world championship of cycling "MOUNTAIN BIKE" of the Fire brigade and placed under the aegis and the 

patronage of the National Federation of the Fire brigade of France international and French (FNSPF), the 

Coordination of cycling of the Fire brigade (CFCSP-CICSP), with the technical support of the Departmental Service 

of Fire and Help of the Gard (SDIS 30), of the departmental union of the fire brigade of the Gard, the French 

Federation of Cycling (FFC) and the section cycling FFC. 

 

 

Article 2 : CONDITION OF PARTICIPATION : 

 

- A - Can participate in the world championships of cycling MOUNTAIN BIKE of the Fire brigade, all the members 

of a National Federation of the Fire brigade of France (FNSPF) and other Nations as active members or as associate 

members. They will have to be more members to their respective Unions Départementale et Régionale when the latter 

exist and are accessible to them (certificate of the President of Union (for the French people) or Commanding 

officer (for the other nations) to join necessarily. 

 

We understand by members the members, up to date of their contribution, following: 

- Active members: fire brigade voluntary, professional, military in service, 

- Associate members: old fire brigade, young fire brigade, fire brigade having specifically in responsibility brigades 

of fire and help in companies and public services, personnels administrative, technical and specialized of brigades of 

fire and help, departmental and regional unions and a federation. 

A certificate of membership must be established, by the President of the departmental Union (for France and to 

supply the copy of the federal card), by the President of a sports association of Fire brigade (for the servicemen in 

France and to supply the copy of the associative card). The Commanding officer (for nations) with copy of a 

certificate and a federal card. 

 

 - B -  The number of competitors is unlimited in 200 by test according to the the settlement of the French Federation 

of Cycling ( FFC) and Cycling international union ( UCI).-  

 

C- No selection is obligatory to participate. The competitors of all the levels can commit to the only condition to 

belong to a departmental body of fire brigade since January 1st of the current year. 

 

- D - The private Fire brigades (security guards of companies) cannot participate. Attention: all the false documents 

established with the aim of hiring a competitor who is not a fireman or a member to his departmental, regional 

union or to a national federation of the fire brigade will pull pursuits against their authors 

 

 



 

 

Article 3 : PHYSICAL CAPACITY AND INSURANCE:  

 

- A - Physical capacity: it is compulsory that the competitors who are committed in the 20th world 

championship of cycling "MOUNTAIN BIKE" of the fire brigade are holders of a medical certificate dating 

less than year giving evidence of their physical capacity to practise the MOUNTAIN BIKE of competition for the not 

graduates,or a license of cycling with mention UCI medical certificate of current validity. 

 

- B-Souscription of the insurance contract: every competitor has to make sure for the physical and material risks 

relating to the practice of the MOUNTAIN BIKE of competition, according to the regulations UCI. 

 

For the organizers: the organizers will be insured by the civil liability within the framework of the missions which 

are attributed to them on the organizational program of the world championship of cycling " MOUNTAIN BIKE ' ' 

Fire brigade 2017. 

 

Article 4: CATEGORIES-COMMITMENTS: 

 

The competitors have to make a commitment to represent his nation they belong. 

 

The categories of the 

MOUNTAIN BIKE 
Year of birth 

The  catégories of the 
moutain bike  

Year of birth 

Senior 1     de 19 à 30 years 1987 à 1998  Master 2   de 63 ANS & more 1954 and more 

Senior 2     de 31 à 40 years 1977 à 1986  Womens    1 de 19 à 30 ans 1987 à1998 

Vétéran 1    de 41 à 50 years 1976 à 1967 Womens  2 de 31 ans & more  1986 and more 

Vétéran 2    de 51 à 55 years 1962 à 1966 Junior  H 17 et 18 ans 2000 et 1999 

Master 1    de 56 à 62 years 1955 à 1961 Junior  F 17 et 18 ans 2000 et 1999 

 

If in one or several categories the number of committed is lower than 5, they will be grouped in a single category. For 

the Junior categories a H and F (17 years - 18 years) if the number is lower than 5, the competitors who are 18 years 

old will be grouped in the categories Seniors I for them H and Féminines I for them F. 

 

It will be forbidden to join the day before and the day of the competitions. 

 

The competitors can consult their commitment with the indication of the number, their category, the railing of the 

schedules of the competitions and the services retained by the competitors on the web sites of the French 

Coordination of Cycling of the Fire brigade ( CFCSP) www.cfcsp.fr and that of www.pompiers-nimes.fr and the 

Facebook: social Committee of the fire brigades of Nîmes and www.endurancechrono.com. 

 

The competitors will be classified by category in their year of birth ( taken into account calendar year). 

 

Important: in all the categories, so that the commitment is registered by the organizers, the competitors necessarily 

have to constitute a complete registration form consituted of: 

 

- Copy of the license of year 2017 for the licence holders in competition with the mention UCI. - Medical certificate 

wearing the mention " capable of the practice of the MOUNTAIN BIKE in competition " dated less than year. 

 

IMPORTANT: for them not dismissed is needed imperative a copy of an insurance certificate and without 

presentation of the medical certificate, the runner cannot participate in world championships. 

 

- The certificate of the President of the departmental Union proving the membership of the competitor to the National 

Federation of the Fire brigade of France or the Commanding officer (for the other nations). 

- The registration form correctly filled in capital letters of printing office and with registration "having acquainted 

with the regulation" to sign of the runner. 

- The bulletin cost of the services and the reservations accompanied with his payment by check and denominated in 
the order of the Social Committee of the fire brigades of Nîmes.( Comité Social des pompiers de Nîmes.) 

 

 

http://www.endurancechrono.com/


During the retreat of bibs, plates of handlebars (MOUNTAIN BIKE) and electronic chips, the competitors will have 
to bring the proof of their identity and their date of birth by presenting a national ID card or a passport (photocopies 

unauthorized) and of their membership to the National Federation of the Fire brigade of France by presenting their 

national card indicating their membership number for Fire brigade. 

 

Care: Any original document which reveals a forgery with regard to the photocopied document joined to the 

commitment, will pull the immediate elimination of the competitor without any reimbursement of expenses of 

inscription and other made payments. The complete registration form will be presented to the disciplinary committee 

of the Coordination French and International of Cycling of the Fire brigade ( CFCSP-CICSP) which will decide on 

penalties to take against the person incriminated for Fire brigade. 

 

For the categories of the Vétérans II and the Masters II and I: 

 

The competitors have to present a service record certifying their career in a fire brigade. It is compulsory that their 

fireman's activity was led at least up to the age of 65 years or to have made a service of 15 years at least to fire 

brigade. Every particular case will be submitted on production of a file to the CFCSP-CICSP which can give a 

dispensation. 

 

 Article 5: Rights of commitments and registrations in the Pasta party. 

 

- A- 25,00 € (including 3,50 € of right commitment in the CICSP) by participant will be asked to join to participate in 

the 20th world championship of MOUNTAIN BIKE of the Fire brigade. 

 

- B - The evening PASTA-PARTY and one evening Tapas, Southwest atmosphere will be organized as follows: 

PASTA-PARTY on Friday, September 08th, 2017 at 7:00 pm the meal is 13,00 € per person. 

 

- C- All the demands of commitments and the registrations for the services will have to be accompanied with the 

check of registration denominated in the order of the Social Committee fire brigades of Nîmes. The deadline of 

reception of the registrations is fixed in: in August 15th, 2017 date as postmark. The registrations or the services are 

not refundable. 

 

The complete files must be sent: to the secretarial department of the registrations managed by: 

 

Endurance chrono BP 74 30310 VERGEZE. 
Tel : +334.48.06.01.85 / Mobile : +336.25.96.14.56 

Email : contact@endurancechrono.com 

 
 
 

 

Article 6 : Compétition-Circuit-Distance-Contrôle-Technique :   

 

 

 

Saturday, September 09th, 2017: 

 

- Place of the competition on the municipality of Montignargues. The proposed circuit is of average difficulties. 

There is a loop of stretching de1600 meters and one or several loops according to the category 7700 meters 

compound of 85 % in technical undergrowth, 5 % along the way DFCI and 5 % of asphalt. The departure next to the 

City hall and the arrival ground of the party, the sports zone before the finishing line and the whole on the 

municipality of Montignargues. 

 

 

 

mailto:contact@endurancechrono.com


- The 20th world championship of cycling "MOUNTAIN BIKE" of the Fire brigade, will take place according to the 
board below.  

  1 rst test 2nd test 3rd test 4th test 

  
Masters 

I et II 
Féminines 

I et II 
Juniors 
Women 

vétérans 
I et II 

Juniors  
MEN 

Seniors 
II 

Seniors 
I 

Gathering and 

inspection 8h15 8H15 8h15 9h30 9h30 11h30 14h00 

Departure 8h30 8h30 8h30 10H00 10H00 12h00 14h30 

Minimum 1h15 1h00 1h00 1h30 1h00 1h30 1h30 

Maximum 1h30 1h15 1h15 1h45 1h00 1h45 1h45 

Number of turn 2 2 2 3 2 4 4 

Arrival of the first 

one planned  
9h30 9h30 9h30 11h40 11h40 13h45 16h15 

Formal ceremonies 10h45 10h50 10h50 11h55 12h15 14h00 17h00 

 

All the doubled runners (having one or several tours of delay on one or several runners in head will be controlled by 

an arbitrator who follows the running (he will note the numbers of bibs of the doubled in order chronological 

according to the moment of the overtaking, he will inform the judge about it on arrival or in the passage about the 

finishing line). All the doubled runners will be stopped as soon as the first one of their category will have crossed the 

finishing line. They will be classified according to the made tours. 

 

The control will be made by means of the photo finish and the electronic chips. The timing and the manual 

classification can be used in the case of a breakdown of the electronic and computing ways. 

 

Respect of the environment : 

 

The competitors have to respect the environment. No rejection of packagings or garbage on the rout will be admitted, 

a green zone will be installed. A zone of provisioning will be organized with also an other zone of waste. The failure 

to respect the environment will be sanctioned by the jury, with disqualification of the concerned competitors. The 

organization of the 20th world championship of MOUNTAIN BIKE concerns us grounds presenting a big of plots of 

land private and exploited by owners. It is necessary and of common sense to respect these plots of land or any 

intrusion with hostile character at the risk of seeing refusing the access to the circuit. We count on you. 

 

Repair and outside help: 

 

None conveys follower is not authorized on the circuit. Every participant who will benefit from an outside material or 

technical help will be disqualified. The change of wheels is only authorized in the technical zone. The exchange of 

wheels between competitors in race is forbidden. It's the same for any help or assistance deliberated between 

competitors, this at the risk of disqualification Immediate. 

 

Article 7: Bibs numbers-Plate of handlebars-Pins: 

 
- A - During the 20th world championship of cycling MOUNTAIN BIKE of the Fire brigade, every competitor will 

have a statutory bib number which it will have to put in the back, correctly fixed by means of pins and by means of a 

plate of handlebars to the attributed number. This way of identification will have to be visible by all the arbitrators. 

In a race where there are several categories, the competitors will have numbers differentiated to distinguish the 

categories. 

 

- B - three medal-holders of the previous year will see attributing the first numbers of bib numbers of their category. 

Other competitors will receive a number of bib number corresponding to the number of commitment in the date of 

reception. 

 

- E - Pins are not supplied by the organizers. 

 

 



Article 8:The obligations: 

 

- A-  The statutory helmet use is compulsory during all the duration of the test of the world championship Of cycling 

"MOUNTAIN BIKE" including in the heating and the cycle holding has to be in compliance with the regulation of 

the UCI. 

 

- B - The runners have to pass by the chamber of recording before the departure, at the latest 15 minutes prematurely 

of departure, and submit themselves to the inspection and the signatures, at the risk of not being classified on arrival. 

 

- C - The port of shirt and the cycling shorts of professional teams, all go out of cameras, transmitter or earphone 

radio, support stocking are forbidden (according to the article 10.3.33 of the regulations of the UCI). 

Every competitor appearing with this type of held the signature will see refusing the departure by the arbitrators of 

race. 

 

- D - In the case of doping test, the indicated and\or drawn lots runners will have to stay at the disposal of the doctor 

and the arbitrators authorized from their passage on the finishing line. 

 

- E - The heating on the circuit of the 20th world championship of cycling "MOUNTAIN BIKE" is forbidden all the 

competitors, as stipulates him the regulation of the FFC. Every competitor breaking this obligation will be 

disqualified by the arbitrators. 

 

Article 9: Rights of the Director, Judges, Arbitrators of races and the committee organization: 

 

- A - Rights: 

The commitment in the 20th world championship of cycling "MOUNTAIN BIKE" of the Fire brigade involves that 

the competitor acquainted well with regulations of the steering committee of the world championships of cycling of 

the Fire brigade 2017, with the French Federation of Cycling ( FFC-UCI) and with the French Coordination and 

International of Cycling Fire brigade ( CFCSP-CICSP) and that he accepts all the clauses. 

He will thus have to sign the bulletin of commitment and register it the handwritten mention: 

" I declare to have acquainted with the regulation ". 

 

The competitor has to submit himself to all the formalities required for the controls before the departure and after the 

arrival (formal, anti-doping ceremony, etc..). 

 

B - Penalties: 

 

The official jury and the arbitrators of race are authorized to eliminate every competitor according to the 

regulations of the FFC-UCI, the FNSPF and the CFCSP-CICSP after careful consideration of the college of 

the official jury. 
 

- C - Complaint: 

 

The oral complaints will be received by the college of the official jury of the competition until a deadline of 15 

minutes after the arrival of the winner of the 20th world championship of cycling "MOUNTAIN BIKE" of the Fire 

brigade. After this period no complaint will be considered. Every questioned competitor must be heard by the college 

of the official jury. 

The complaints concerning classifications must be put down within 15 minutes after the display of the final results of 

the competitions. 

Any fraudulent action harming the regularity of the competition or any other reprehensible action will be sanctioned 

(according to the appreciation of the college of the official jury, the organizers, the representatives of the FFC-UCI, 

and the representative of the FNSPF and the representatives of the CFCSP-CICSP). 

 

Article 10: Safety: 

 

- A - No vehicle of guides (automobile or motorcycle) will be admitted circulating on routes, competitions with the 

exception of those of the organizers, law enforcement and vehicles were accredited by the organization. 

 



- B - All the crossroads and the intersections will be protected. The motorcyclists will assure the safety of the various 
groups which will form during the competition. 

 

- C - The organizer not being authorized to privatize the use of the public highway and other way (for the test 

MOUNTAIN BIKE), the runners have to respect the traffic rules. 

 

- D - A medical service will be assured during the duration of the tests of championships. 

 

Article 11: Repair: 
 

For the test of the MOUNTAIN BIKE a technical zone is at the disposal of the mountain bikers before the finishing 

line. 

 

Article 12: Doping test: 

 

-A - dope test can be made and according to the regulations UCI. In case of a positive control, penalties pronounced 

by the AFDL. The file will be then examined by the disciplinary commission of the CFCSP-CICSP, which reserves 

the right to deteriorate the penalty or to cross off definitively the runners concerned in case of second offense. 

 

Article 13: classifications : 

 

- A - Complete Classifications for the 20th world championship of cycling MOUNTAIN BIKE Fire brigade: 

A complete classification up to the last runner will be established. The competitors ending in the same tour will be 

timed. 

Those who will have been put out of the race will not be classified. The doubled will be classified according to the 

moment when they will have been exceeded .The classification of every world championship is individual, it 

attributes to the winner the title of champion of the world, the seniors I and II, veterans I and II, Master's degrees I 

and II, juniors H and F, feminine I and II. 

 

For all the categories, is needed five having drawn and three finishers so that the title of champion of the world is 

awarded. The organizers will thus have to make known to the participants the number of runners of the categories 

having fewer five committed(hired) on the web sites of the CFCSP www.cfcsp.fr and www.endurancechrono.com so 

that every participant makes his decision as for his participation or not for the world championship. 

 

- B -Broadcasting of classifications: 

 

Classifications will have to be available for consultation on the web site of the ( CFCSP) www.cfcsp.fr and 

www.endurancechrono.com within 72 hours. 

 

Article 14: The compulsory rewards: 

 

- The 1st of every world championship: world champion's shirt carrying the registration "World champion of 

cycling MOUNTAIN BIKE of the Fire brigade 2017 with the year of obtaining of the title. A golden medal with 

tricolor ribbon, a spray of flowers and a trophy. 

- The 2nd of every world championship: a silver medal with tricolor ribbon, a spray of flowers and a trophy. 

- The 3rd of every world championship: a bronze medal with tricolor ribbon, a spray of flowers and a trophy. 

 

- A memory of world championships: a present will be offered to all the participants during the discount of 

numbers. 

Trophies will not be sent in case of absence of the world champion, do not second and third, during the formal 

ceremony. 

 

Article 15: Image Rights and CNIL (NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

AND CIVIL LIBERTIES): 

 

The runners authorize expressly the organizers of the world championships of cycling of the Fire brigade as well as 

their legal successors such as partners and media to use the fixed or media images on which they could appear, taken 

on the occasion of their participation in the competitions, on any supports including the promotional and/or 



advertising documents, all over the world and for the longest statutory duration, the regulations(payments), the 
current treaties, including for the possible extra time which could be brought to this duration. 

According to data protection acts (CNIL)((NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

AND CIVIL LIBERTIES)), the people registered on one of the races have a right of access and a rectification to the 

information concerning them. Except opposition from them, their address and phone number can be transmitted to 

foreign organism. 
 

Article 16: The offices for retreats of bib numbers and reception and participants: 

 

Reception of the participants and the delivery of the bib numbers: 

On Friday, September 8th, 2017 from 2:00 pm till 6:00 pm, Saturday, September 9th from 7:00 am till 6.00 pm 

Place: the old Temple next to the City hall of Montignargues. 

 

Article 17: Ceremony of opening and close. Program of the services. 

 

The opening ceremony of the 20th world championship of MOUNTAIN BIKE of the fire brigade will take place on 

Friday, September 8th, 2017 at 6:00 pm ground of the party of Montignargues. 

The closing ceremony at the end of the formal ceremony of the 20th world championship MOUNTAIN BIKE of the 

fire brigade will take place on Saturday, September 9th, 2017 at 5:30 pm in the ground of the party(holiday) of 

Montignargues. At 7:00 pm a musical apéritif livened up by the youth of the village. 

 

At 7:00 pm a musical apéritif animated by the youth of the village. 

Presence of Food Trucks for lunch and dinner with varied choice. 

Snack bar all the day. 

A village allocates will be installed with exhibitors of local products and sports articles as well as old vehicles 

fire brigades. 

Games for children will be at their disposal free of charge 

 

 

Article 17: Organizing committee: 

Social committee of the Fire brigades of Nîmes 2017. 

Organizer Departmental Union of the Fire brigade of the Gard 

CODIS OF GARD 

Organizing committee: Social Committee of the fire brigades of Nîmes 

Contacts of the persons in charge of the organization: Vincent Nissard Phone: 336.24.37.00.73 

Alexie Caesteker Tél : 336.33.43.02.97 

Arnaud Hafid Tél : 336.59.04.25.08 

 

Secretarial department of the registrations : 

Endurance chrono BP 74 30310 VERGEZE. 

Phone: 334.48.06.01.85 /Mobile: 336.25.96.14.56 

Email: contact@endurancechrono.com 

 
Web sites: www.pompiers-nimes.fr - www.cfcsp.fr - www.endurancechrono.com  

 Facebook: social committee of the fire brigades of nimes. 


